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Rocket MultiValue
Performance Experience
®

Understand and enhance Rocket
UniVerse performance

The Rocket® MultiValue Performance Experience (MVX: Performance) is a system monitoring tool for Rocket
UniVerse that helps you identify and escalate performance-impacting events specific to Rocket UniVerse.
Escalated events also include guidance on possible resolutions along with data snapshots, allowing you to
easily track and address the source of an issue.

Benefits/Features
Quickly Address Performance Issues

Maximize Rocket UniVerse Availability

MVX: Performance looks at several sources to help
DBAs identify and evaluate issues, even complex or
hidden ones, plus provides resolution guidance.

DBAs can rely on the dashboard and alerts to
monitor license usage, record locks, and database
process resource usage.

Mission Control for Rocket UniVerse

Avoid licensing bottlenecks

MVX: Performance monitors Rocket UniVerse
metrics as well as operating system metrics, and the
dashboard provides a single view into event flow.

“License Limit Warning” alerts let you know
immediately if the number of authorized licenses
is nearing its maximum number of users.

What our
customers have
to say

Rocket Software’s MultiValue Performance
Experience for UniVerse provides proactive
awareness of important performance-impacting
issues that affect the stability of mission-critical
applications where downtime is not an option,
including valuable insights so we can quickly
pinpoint and address these issues.”
HENRY UNGER
President,
Pulsiam

With MVX: Performance you can:
Address performance issues quickly

Focus on business

Monitor multiple serial numbers – Cloud-based and
on-prem UniVerse instances – from one screen.

The notification engine and email alerts eliminate
the need for a person to sit in front of a screen while
monitoring.

Prevent system slowdown

Improve user experience

Numerous record/table lock alerts ensure thresholds
are not exceeded.

Monitoring, notification, and proactive measures
ensure UniVerse runs at a maximum level.

MultiValue Performance Experience Monitors

20+ performanceimpacting events

User sessions

Record and
group locks

The future won’t wait—modernize today.
https://www.rocketsoftware.com
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